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QUESTION 1

A customer wants to move a set of LPAR workloads from a TS7740 four-way grid in Location A to a new TS7740 three-
way grid in Location B. The move must be staged for operational reasons. The customer has successfully moved the
first LPAP\\'s workload and established the new grid in Location B. What mechanism would be required to move the
remaining workloads? 

A. copy export 

B. grid replication 

C. copy export merge 

D. TDME to copy the tape volumes 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

What drive type does the TS7700 present to the host? 

A. 3480 

B. 3592 

C. 3490E D. 3590B 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

In a TS3500 with ALMS enabled, which task can be completed by using the Tape Library Specialist Web interlace only,
and not by using the operator panel? 

A. Creating or removing a logical library 

B. View or change the preferred zone of an accessory 

C. Disabling or changing the speed of the Ethernet link 

D. Installing licensed features of the library such as capacity on demand 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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In a TS7740 two-way grid Cluster 0 is the production site and Cluster I is the remote DR site. The scratch volume
category for the production site is 0012 and DR site\\'s scratch volume category is 0022. Before a DR test is started,
several DR system updates must be in place to protect the production scratch volumes from being allocated during the
test. Assuming Selective Write Protect is enabled, which of the following is one step that must be taken? 

A. Update the DR TCDB volume entries to change the production volumes from 0012 to 0022 

B. Update the DR system\\'s DEVSUPxx parmlib member to use a unique scratch volume category 

C. Disconnect the grid link connections to ensure production volumes are not updated in the remote cluster during the
DR test 

D. Run the Return To Scratch process from the DR system to ensure the production and DR system volumes are in
sync and protected during a DR test 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What function does the TS7700 Sync Mode Copy enable or perform? 

A. It copies the synchronized volumes between the clusters 

B. It synchronizes the copies of the TS7700 databases between clusters 

C. After writing the entire volume the TS7700 uses Sync Mode Copy to synchronize the data between all clusters 

D. When the host application issues an explicit synchronize operation all previously written records are replicated to
another cluster 

Correct Answer: D 
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